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After 125 Years

YWCA: Still Pioneering
By Paula Butterfield
Women’s Center Director
April 26 marks the 125th an
niversary of the YWCA. As the
oldest women’s organization in the
country, the YWCA has pioneered
in many areas, including among its
achievements:
—offering the first typewriting
instruction for women, 1880;
—opening
the nation’s first
public cafeteria, 1891;
—organizing the first interracial
conference ever held in the
Southern states, 1915;
—convening and financing the
first conference of international
women physicians, 1919.
Today, the YWCA is still
pioneering on behalf of women and
girls in such areas as emotional and
physical health, education, self
improvement, employment and
social justice. And underlying all of
this is the one imperative — the
elimination of racism by any means
necessary.
The YWCA of the Monterey
Peninsula will celebrate the 125th
anniversary by moving into a
freshly painted adobe on the shores
of Lake El Estero (404 El Estero),
next door to the Girl Scout building.
Come visit during our birthday
month! We’re going to have our own
parking lot, so checking out our new
location will be convenient.
And it will also be exciting
because Kate Miller and Bettina
Aptheker have donated their im
pressive library of 2,000 books by,
for and about women, which will be
housed in the main room of the new
YWCA building.
Our spring classes and workshops
will begin April 23, but a special
spring vacation computer class for

teenage girls will be offered during
the week of April 16-20.
New classes during the spring
session will include:
Hatha Yoga (for all levels) —
exercise, relaxation, breathing and
concentration
Model Mugging — learn to really
defend yourself by fighting back
PMS Workshop — learn to treat
symptoms through diet and exercise
rather than drugs
Creative Journal Keeping — gain
self-understanding by playing with
writing and drawing
Work and Family Life: A Seminar
for the Single Parent — how to
integrate it all
Camping in Big Sur — an easy
overnight trip for the novice
Breast Cancer Seminar —
detection
(self-examination),
treatments (chemotherapy is not
the only option) and reconstruction.
Repeat classes will be: the
Women’s Support Group, the
Military Wives’ Support Group,
Investment: The Total Picture,
Color
and
Style,
and
the
Tradeswomen’s Alliance.
It’s not too late to register for
Shopping the S.F. Discount Stores.
Save money by touring the factory
outlets on Saturday, April 14.
Please call the YWCA (649-0834)
for additional information on any
classes or workshops to or pre
register.
Basic issues confronting women
over the past 125 years have not
changed in 13 decades. If anything,
these issues have gained new
dimensions as our society has
become more complex. We must
continue to work, and to work even
harder, to empower women. We’re
still pioneering!

Ladiferencia,
porsupuesto,
es la W y la YWCA
compromise de 125 anos
con lasmujeresy
lasninas.

The difference,
of course, is
theWand the YWCA's
125-year-old commitment
to women and girls.

STILL PIONEERING

Softball League Forming
The YWCA and the Monterey Parks and
Recreation Department are jointly forming a
women’s fastpitch softball league, set to start
June 18 and run for eight weeks.
The league will consist of teams with a
variety of skill levels. Whether you have never
held a softball or are just this side of the Oakland
A’s, this league will have something for you.
There will also be umpire and coaching clinics

Sports
Program

so that women will be able to learn these skills.
Games will be played week nights from 5 to 8
at the Monterey Peninsula College diamond.
Monday night will feature a clinic on some aspect
of the game, with games and-or practice sessions
Tuesday through Thursday nights.
If you are interested in signing up, either as a
team or as an individual, please call the Y at 6490834 or, evenings, call JT Mason at 659-3752. You
must be 16 years old to join the league.
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editorial

Happy Birthday
Issue number one, volume one of Demeter
came out on April 1, 1978. It contained four
typewritten, hand-illustrated, mimeographed
pages and cost $3 for six months. It included no
advertising, and the calendar of events had only a
handful of items.
We’ve published for six years now, and we’ve
never missed an issue. Our size varies between
12 and 16 pages monthly in a tabloid newspaper
format. We’re typeset, too, with photographs as
well as graphics. Dozens of calendar events cover
two full pages each month. Our price? Only $8
per year, as opposed to the $6 subscription price
of six years ago.
We’ve added sections on poetry, books and art.
And now we take advertising to help defray our
costs.
The staff changes periodically, too, with people
coming and going as their time and energy
change. J.T. Mason is the only original staff
member still actively involved.
We’ve asked ourselves why we do this month
after month, what we’re trying to accomplish.
We’ve come to the conclusion that what
motivates us is our belief that women’s jour
nalism is something different. We have different
values and are guided by different principles
than is mainstream journalism, principles that
are more respectful of people.
We see our role as supplying facts, information
that is not available elsewhere, without in
terpreting those facts. We leave the in
terpretation to each reader.
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feminist journalism. How can you do your part?
1. Provide us with information. On events, on
people, on books and movies you liked or hated.
Share your poetry with us. Write a review.

Happy Birthday Demeter
We believe that information resides in people
and that the public has more to tell newspeople
than vice versa. This requires a redefinition of
“news” and the role of the newspaper.
The Women’s Institute for Freedom of the
Press, a national organization based in
Washington, D.C., has set out three principles or
standards of feminist journalism that we try to
follow:

1. More factual information. The existing
media carries so little information from women,
for or about women — especially compared to
what’s available.

2. People should speak for themselves. We
believe that the best way to dispel stereotypes
and to make more information available as ac
curately as possible i? to let people make their
own case directly to the public. Therefore, to the
greatest extent possible, we do not tell what
women do and think, as happens in conventional
journalism, but we let them tell it themselves.
People know their own information best, and we
believe that neither the person with the in
formation nor the public needs an intermediary
reporter to be an interpreter — but only to help
the person get her own account down on paper.
For example, “I think we ought to have more
women represented” is preferable, we believe, to
conventional journalism’s “She said she thought
that there ought to be more women represen
ted.”
3. No attacks on people. We do not attack
anyone. We know that others are just as entitled
to their views as we are to ours. We know that
media characterizations of people can be
inhibiting and restrictive. The public news
media, we believe, should work to widen the
social, political and economic options for people,
not inhibit them.
Mainstream journalism is largely male-owned
and male-edited and has definite ideas about
what are acceptable roles for women. A viable
women’s communication system is essential to
help combat this limiting view of us.
Readers have an obligation here, too, to take
some responsibility in ensuring the viability of
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Every month we look at 12 (or 16) blank pages
and ponder how to fill all that space. When the
same few people write, month after month, we
subvert our purpose. When you see the same
bylines repeatedly it means that the community
has gotten lazy and is limiting its source of in
formation to the viewpoints of a few people. That
sounds a lot like conventional journalism to us.
2. We need your womanpower. It takes many
hours each month to bring you the paper. There’s
a job for you! If you have newspaper skills,
wonderful. If not, we’ll teach you. Other tasks
that need to be done include ad sales, distributing
the paper, answering correspondence, and other
office work.

3. We need your financial contributions.
They’re tax deductible. Nobody likes to ask for
money, especially in these difficult times. But the
reality of our financial situation is that without
your contributions we can’t continue publication.
And if you have any ideas for fundraising, let us
know.
Each year we’ve grown, attesting to the in
crease in consciousness and concerns of women.
We’re six years old, and counting. Happy bir
thday, Demeter\
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1979 — Were You There?

notes from Demeter
Liz Atkinson is organizing a bake
sale — garage sale as a benefit for
Demeter on Saturday, April 14 and
Sunday, April 15 from 10 to 4 p.m. If
you have any items to contribute to
the sale please contact Liz at 6469433, evenings.
The sale will be held at 505
Willow in Pacific Grove. Please
come and browse through the
treasures while eating delicious
home-made goodies and support
Demeter\
Demeter will sponsor a team in
this summer’s Women’s Fastpitch
Softball League. No matter what
your skill level (novice or pro), if
you’re interested in playing softball,

we’re interested in you.
Please call our office at 375-5629
or JT Mason at 659-3752 to sign up.

Aid to Undocumented Women
The Ms. Foundation of New York
has awarded a grant in the amount
of $10,000 to the Women’s Crisis
Center of Salinas. The center has
provided services to rape victims
and battered women in the Salinas
Valley since 1975.
“Perhaps the most isolated
women are those who are battered
and undocumented,” said Diane
Bonar, WCC executive director.
“We found these women afraid to
come forward for help; their
spouses threatened them with
deportation and loss of their
children if they try to stop the
violence,” she said.
According to WCC’s research, at
least 12 percent of the Hispanic
residents of the Salinas Valley are
undocumented, and the actual
figure may be much higher than
that.
These women are not eligible for
government services because they
are not citizens, according to Linda
Sanchez, deputy director of WCC.
“This leaves the battered, un
documented woman in a no-rights,
no alternatives, and no-choice
situation,” said Sanchez. “The issue
is clear, dehumanizing, and painfully
real.”
The WCC approached several
organizations for financial help in
dealing with this problem, but were
turned down. Interestingly enough,
the
Campaign
for Human
Development of the Catholic Church
turned down the proposal because
“the issue wasn’t broad enough.”
“Even the Ms. Foundation turned
us down the first time,” said Bonar.
“But we wrote them a desperate
letter outlining the problem and
they responded,” she said.
In December 1983, Julia Scott,
executive director of the Ms.
Foundation, visited Salinas and
spent some time with the WCC
board, staff and volunteers. In
February, the Ms. Foundation
board awarded the grant.
“We will be able now to reach out
to these isolated women and
develop resources for helping
them,” according to Bonar.
The grant will enable the WCC to
hire a half-time staff member who
will identify and help undocumented
battered women.

“We also plan to develop
materials to help women and social
service agency staff understand
that these women do have some
rights under the law, and what
those rights are,” said Sanchez.
The Women’s Crisis Center is
offering two other new programs:
the Child Assault Prevention
Project and the Self-Preservation
Program.
The Child Assault Prevention
Project (CAPP) was originated by
Women Against Rape, Columbus,
Ohio, and has been implemented in
14 counties in California.
CAPP informs children and adults
about a child’s right to be SAFE,
STRONG and FREE. Children are
vulnerable people because they
must rely completely upon adults,
they lack information to identify
potentially dangerous situations,
they feel powerless because they
are physically small, they do not
know how to ask for help, and they
fear that adults will not believe
them.
At least one of four female
children and one of 11 male children
are sexually assaulted before the
age of 18.
Seventy-five to eighty percent of
sexual assault offenders are known
to the assaulted child — a
babysitter, neighbor, relative, etc.
The majority of child sexual
assaults occur in either the home or
places familiar to the child.
SLAM (Stronger Legislation
Against Molesters) reports that
child sexual assault is the most
unreported crime — only about six
percent of all assaults are reported.
Recognizing the similarities that
exist in the sexual victimization of
women and children by males in our
society, CAPP is based on feminist
theory which has the following
goals:
— Build women’s and children’s
strengths.
—
Promote
women’s
and
children’s independence.
— Extend women’s and children’s
mobility.
— Guarantee women’s and
children’s freedom.
The Child Assault Prevention
Project (CAPP) can help reduce a
child’s
vulnerability
through

educational workshops offered to
children, as well as through
workshops for parents, teachers and
other concerned adults in the
community.
The children’s workshops are the
most exciting component of CAPP.
The workshop (grades K-6) helps
children to recognize and handle
potentially dangerous situations
that could lead to an assault from
another child or an adult. CAPP
leaders demonstrate three different
role-plays to the children.
Once the role-play has been
shown, the CAPP facilitator will
lead a guided group discussion
which encourages the children to
think about options in order to
recognize and prevent assault
situations. Next, the CAPP leaders
will redo the role-play, using the
strategies that both they and the
children have devised. In this way,
children have a model of successful
options and strategies.
Pam Davinson is the CAPP
coordinator.

The Self-Preservation Program
for teen and adult women offers
classes focusing on physical self
defense, assertiveness training and
personal safety. The program offers
one-hour, three-hour or six-hour
workshops. The workshops can be
given at places of employment or
the Center can provide space.
Anyone interested in the area of
self-defense is welcome to call
Teresa Soto de Roman, the SelfPreservation coordinator at the
Center.
One of every three women will be
raped in her lifetime. The SelfPreservation Program will enable
women to make safe choices for
themselves and to be better
prepared to act in an assault
situation. The workshops can be
adapted to meet specific program
needs.
If you have any questions, or if
you would like to volunteer for
either of these programs, please call
the Women’s Crisis Center at 7571002.

What Sort of Men Are They?
By Richard Cohen
With one eye on the presidential race, I have
tried to keep the other on the rape trial in Fall
River, Mass. That’s the one in which six men are
accused of gang raping a woman who maintains
she entered a bar for cigarettes and a drink and
walked out sexually abused and molested. The
question I keep asking myself is this: What sort
of men are these anyway?
I ask that question even aside from the
matter of rape. I ask it knowing that there is a
chance the men will be exonerated, that the
woman is lying, that she really did consent. I ask
it because rape or no rape, what these men did
diminishes and insults all men.
The quick answer to my question is that the
denizens of Big Dan’s bar were Portuguese
immigrants and that is supposed to mean that
they are some sort of exotics with different
sexual mores. But that’s too pat an answer. What
happened in Big Dan’s bar, whether it was gang
rape or something else, is really as American
as . . . well, apple pie. American men do this sort
of thing all the time.
Take, for example, what happened at the
University of Pennsylvania more than a year ago.
There, a group of fraternity men had sex with a
co-ed who was nearly comatose from a com
bination of drugs and booze. These were no
Portuguese immigrants, but Ivy League men and
the setting was no bar, but a fraternity house.

The results were the same. The next morning,
the young lady cried rape. The men could hardly
believe their ears.
As with the Big Dan’s incident, there were all
kinds of questions about consent and the
character of the woman involved. And as in the
Big Dan incident, it only dawned on the men
afterward that what they had done could be
construed as rape. All the time, they thought
they were doing something else.
Just exactly what this something else is, is
hard to say. There is a category of rape you could
call sports rape. Unlike the bop ’em over the head
variety of rapist, the sports rapist does not run
from his crime. Indeed, he commits it before
others and then hangs around, waiting, I sup
pose, for applause. This is supposed to be fun, a
rite of passage like hazing, something you do to
show that you’re manly when, of course, it is the
farthest thing from it — a parody of manliness.
But even if consent is present, there is still
something repugnant about the whole business.
What happened at Big Dan’s or at Penn can not in
any way be considered sex. There is nothing
sensual about it, nothing erotic. It cannot be
associated in any way with love, either. Indeed,
the animating force here is hostility, that and
fear — a fear of and hostility towards women.
So what is on trial in Fall River is not only a
crime, but a male ethic. It is one in which rage
towards women is expressed either in rape or

something akin to it and instead of it being
recognized for what it is, it is either accepted or
applauded by lots of other men. It is, however, a
kissing cousin to lynching, another cowardly act
in which fear (of blacks) masquerades as courage.
In these cases, the men involved think they
are being manly when they are instead sissies
with tattoos. It is almost beside the point
whether they legally raped a woman or ex
pressed their hostility just this side of the law.
The utterance of the word “yes” does not sanitize
the event. Justice is blind but we are not. And
what we see is awful. Like the uppity black of old,
some woman broke some unwritten rule. She
flirted. She was aggressive. She had to be
punished. She — you can write the words
yourself — had it coming.
In Fall River, lawyers are doing what lawyers
do and since the crime in question is rape, more
power to them. But for the rest of us, the
arguments of defense lawyers are so much nit
picking. Whatever the outcome of the trial,
something repulsive has happened. The jury can
exonerate the defendants of raping a particular
woman, but not of the abuse of women in general.
Either way a crime has been committed — legal,
or spiritual. And maybe the most disgusting
thing is that lots of men believe the latter is not a
crime at all.
(Reprinted from the Washington Post.)
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national news briefs
Compiled from Her Say

Cheaper by the Gender
A member of the United States
Congress is urging the military to
recruit more women — not
necessarily so the women can learn
some new skills but so the military
can get some cheap labor.
Les Aspin is chair of the House
Armed Services subcommittee on
military personnel and com
pensation. In that role, he recently
pressed the military to consider
doubling the percentage of women
now in uniform.
Military pay scales, noted Aspin,
are “heavily influenced” by the cost
of recruiting men. Said the
Wisconsin Democrat, “We would
relieve some of the pressure to raise
pay scales if we increased the
recruiting pool by paying more
attention to women.”

VDT Survey Results
Reports from more than 800 video
display terminal operators in the
U.S. shows more than half suffer
repeatedly from eyestrain, muscle
pain and exhaustion.
The reports came from people —
mainly women — who called a VDT
hotline set up by 9 to 5, the National
Association of Working Women. Of
the more than 6,000 people who
used the hotline, 973 returned the
association’s questionnaires on their
work with VDTs.
Nine to Five reports that
pregnancy problems were also cited
among the 800-plus terminal users.
Of those who have been pregnant
since working with a VDT, more
than
30
percent
suffered
miscarriages. Nine to Five notes
that this contrasts with the normal

miscarriage rate of between 10 and
20 percent. In addition, 6.8 percent
delivered children with birth
defects — that’s up from the
national average of two to three
percent.

El Salvador Revisited
An eight-woman delegation that
visited Central America this winter
has come back with some recom
mendations of its own for achieving
peace in that region.
The Women’s Delegation on
Central America was made up of
feminist Sonia Johnson, actor Diane
Ladd, former congressmember
Bella Abzug, California state
assemblymember Gloria Molina,
farmworker
organizer
Jessica
Govea, and three others.
The
government-sponsored
Kissinger Commission returned
from Central America recom
mending that the U.S. pour more
money into the area. However, the
women’s delegation is calling for
just the opposite.
Delegation
member
Jessica
Govea is charging that U.S. dollars
going to El Salvador contribute to
an atmosphere that is “more than a
contempt for life.” Govea says the
U.S. money gives those behind the
violence in El Salvador “bravado to
continue what they are doing.”
Govea further charges that the
Kissinger Commission spoke only
with Salvadoran officials and did not
interview people in the street. By
contrast, the women’s delegation
combined official talks with a visit to
a Salvadoran women’s prison and
talked with inmates, most of whom
reported being raped by their
guards.
Govea says the women’s
delegation is recommending a halt
to U.S. military aid to El Salvador
and the working out of a negotiated
peace.

Blood said, “What we’re asking is
that scientific studies be done.”
Blood compared the situation
with VDTs to that of reports of
suspected toxic waste dumps
several years ago, when evidence of
environmental contamination was
often discounted. Said Blood, “We
don’t need anyone to tell us whether
we’re having headaches.”

schools and colleges that receive
federal aid does not cover sex bias
by a school as a whole. Instead, the
court took the Reagan adminis
tration’s more limited view of Title
IX of the Education Amendments of
1972, and said that the law affects
only
those
departments
or
programs that receive federal
assistance.

Deadly Depth Charge

— An Illinois judge drew fire from
that state’s National Organization
for Women after he took into
consideration a battered woman’s
three abortions as an index of her
regard for human life in sentencing
her for the manslaughter shooting
of the man who had abused her.

A federal judge in Minneapolis
has blasted the A.H. Robins
Company, maker of the Daikon
Shield intrauterine device, calling
the firm’s actions “corporate
irresponsibility at its meanest.”
At a settlement of seven suits
against the company, U.S. Judge
Miles Lord told Robins officials their
firm had “invaded women’s bodies
by the millions and caused them
injuries by the thousands.” For the
sole sake of the company’s balance
sheet, said Lord, it “continued to
allow women ... to wear this
device,” which the judge described
as a “deadly depth charge ready to
explode at any time.”
Added Lord, “And when the time
came for these women to make their
claim against your company, you
inquired into their sexual practices
and into the identity of their sex
partners — and ruined families and
reputations and careers in order to
intimidate those who would raise
their voices against you.”
In the wake of Lord’s scathing
remarks, A.H. Robins Company has
accused the judge of bias and misuse
of judicial power. Some 3,000 law
suits are still pending against the
company.

Legal Update
— The U.S. Supreme Court on
Feb. 28 ruled that a federal law
banning sex discrimination by

Irradiated Sperm
Need Not Apply
A California sperm bank has
turned thumbs down on an offer to
donate sperm from an employee of
the Lawrence Livermore Nuclear
Weapons Laboratory.
The Northern California Sperm
Bank is run by the Feminist
Women’s Health Center in Oakland.
Robin Stuart of the sperm bank said
the would-be donor was young,
apparently in good health, and had a
high sperm count.
She said, however, that the sperm
bank routinely turns down sperm
when there is a possibility of genetic
defects. Stuart added that the risk
of radiation exposure from work at
the weapons laboratory auto
matically ruled out the would-be
donor.
Stuart added, “He was pretty
upset because he felt that he’d gone
out of his way to give us a gift.”
Concern over AIDS has also led
the sperm bank to turn away gay
and bisexual men as potential
donors.

Darcy Named Woman of the Year
Grace Darcy was named Net
working Woman of the Year by the
Professional Women’s Network of
the Monterey Peninsula at the
group’s installation dinner Feb. 28
at the Carmel Holiday Inn.

New Director
Peggy Hansen of Carmel has been
named the new Executive Director
of the Buddy Program of the
Monterey Peninsula. The Buddy
Program is a child companionship
agency designed to match children
from single-parent families with an
adult volunteer who functions as a
“Big Buddy.”
4—Deme ter—April, 1984

This is the first award of its kind marketplace. Our programming
made by the network but will seldom has included business
behavior, nor has it allowed for
become an annual event.
Darcy was one of the founders of assertiveness, self-confidence and
the group and edits its newsletter, self-interest. The network hopes to
assist working women in learning
Networking.
She has been a freelance writer these survival tactics.
for a number of years, and is also a
The network is a group of women
publicist. Originally from the Sast, who are actively pursuing
Darcy has lived in Carmel Valley professional goals and options,
since 1972.
contacts, support, information and
Webster defines the word skills.
“network” in several ways ... “a
In the contest of the network, the
system of lines or channels ... an
word
“professional”
means
interconnected or
interrelated
“
businesslike,
efficient,
practical,
”
chain, group or system.”
it
includes
all
working
women.
and
The
Professional
Women’s
The aims and goals of the network
Network of the Monterey Peninsula
include:
is an interconnected, interrelated
— Provide a professional support
chain of women who wish to support
system
for members.
other women. Many members are
— Publish a monthly newsletter
conducting their own businesses;
other members work for someone and a directory of members.
— Serve as a referral service to
else. In either event, women share
the
community.
common problems, and have no
—
Conduct
seminars
and
source of information, support,
workshops
of
specific
interest
to
advice or comfort when these
working
women.
problems arise. Women are, to a
large degree, isolated. The Network
The network also encourages
tries to end this isolation. By interested women to enter business
working tegether toward common as entrepreneurs. The network
goals, the network provides the attempts to smooth the path and
support system women need.
offer support to such women.
By networking, women find
For women who are not self
answers to questions; solutions to employed, the network provides a
problems; sharing instead of forum to discuss the problems and
isolation. Few women have been difficulties of working for someone
taught how to survive in the else.

Seven women were recently
elected to two-year terms on the
Board of Directors: Susan BlochFarrington, Carol Donals, Elizabeth
Field, Barbara Hirsch, Jeanelle
Kaminske, Bette Phillips and Leslie
Simon.
The network holds its regular
meetings on the fourth Tuesday of
each month at The Crossroads
Community Room.

Smith to Head
Karin’s Campaign
Sandra M. Smith of Pebble Beach
has been named coordinator of the
campaign to elect Karin Strasser
Kauffman Fifth District Supervisor.
Karin is seeking the seat
presently held by William Peters
who has chosen not to seek re
election.
Smith, a native of Missouri, at
tended Elmhurst College in Illinois,
and trained as a radiologic
technologist at Presbyterian-St.
Luke’s Hospital in Chicago.
Smith has been a member of the
League of Women Voters for 15
years, serving as president of the
Monterey Peninsula chapter from
1981 to 1983, and presently serves
on the state League finance com
mittee.

Can Women Make a Difference?
By Rosemary Matson
Will women be able to make a difference in
1984? They will if you believe two of the nation’s
outstanding contemporary feminists who con
tend it is women who will decide which person
goes to the White House in 1984. These women
have recently written books which provide the
analyses and know-how, as well as the in
spiration, for the rapidly growing political in
fluence of women in our country.
Gender Gap: Bella Abzug's Guide to Political
Power for American Women and Eleanor Smeal’s
Why and How Women Will Elect the Next
President are in fact becoming handbooks for the
1984 elections for women who are determined to
make a difference in the quality of life.
“Everything voters and candidates alike need
to know about the power of women’s vote, plus
the ABCs of political fundraising, how to run for
office and how to vote smarter,” reads the ad for
Smeal’s book.

Anthony nearly 100 years ago had written,
“There will never be complete equality until
women help make the laws, and elect the law
makers.” I also remember her “Failure is
Impossible!”
We are all familiar with what’s happening to
women in this country today, and know why we
are seeing an increase in the number of women

Vote!

GENDERGAP
The gender gap, and its effect on political life
in the United States, is clearly one of the liveliest
issues of this year’s political campaign. Slogans
abound: on buttons, bumperstrips, postcards,
everywhere. “It’s Man’s World — Unless Women
Vote,” “Suppose They Gave an Election — And
Everybody Voted,” “Listen to Women for a
Change,” “The Only Thing Necessary for the
Triumph of Evil is for Good Women to do
Nothing,” “A Woman’s Place is in the House and
in the Senate.”
On Feb. 15, the birthday of suffragist Susan
B. Anthony, 65 women’s organizations, including
all the big ones (National Organization for
Women, National Women’s Political Caucus,
League of Women Voters, American Association
of University Women, Women’s Equity Action
League, etc.), honored their foremother by
joining to launch a non-partisan campaign
designed to significantly increase female voter
registration in the coming months. Susan B.

decisions affecting people are being made in state
after state and in Washington, and watch the
quality of life deteriorate all around us.
This is a long, hard road because men are still
running the country. The Women’s Campaign
Fund, one of the many organizations trying to
remedy this imbalance, claims that “Women hold
only 10 percent of all elected offices in this

voting. Statistics tell just how wide the chasm in
the gender gap is growing. Women are the
biggest, in sheer numbers, voting group in the
nation, 53 percent of the voters or 87 million
women are eligible to vote.
In 1980, six million more women than men
actually voted. In 1984, they may outnumber
male voters by more than nine or 10 million if
voter registration programs are successful.
In 1980, Mr. Reagan received 21 million votes
from women (eight percent fewer women than
men voted for him), while Carter and Anderson
got 25 million votes from women.
In 1980, there was even an eight percent
gender gap between Republican men and women
voters in support of Reagan, and this is felt to be
widening rapidly today.
In a New York Times poll of Novemberl983,
52 percent of the women polled thought it was
time “to give a new person a chance to do better”
at being president, as compared to 41 percent of
the men polled on the same question. This voting
pattern between women and men appears to be
widening with each successive poll.
The other gap that is slowly but surely
moving along the long road to closing is the one
that puts women into the decision-making
process of our country. You hardly need statistics
to realize how under-represented women are in
government. All you need to do is watch how

country.” With only 22 women out of 435
members in the House of Representatives and
two women Senators of 100, it is fair to say
women are still left out of politics.
Women need new strategies for gaining
political position and power, according to a study
prepared for the National Forum for Women
Legislators, because their small numbers in
public office indicate that the traditional routes
haven’t worked. Abzug’s and Smeal’s books will
be helpful to women whether they are running
for office, or getting the female vote out. The two
go together.
Women, by and large, will support women
running for public office. With more women in
office, women will come closer to achieving a
change in national priorities, and equality, both
political and economic.
All true and I feel heartened. However, there
is one statistic that greatly concerns me.
Although there are 87 million eligible women
voters in the country today, there are 30 million
eligible but unregistered women.
What a tragedy!
What a potential!
What a challenge!
What a difference those 30 million women
could make!
Have you offered to help an unregistered
woman to register today?

April 7 & 8

10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Chautauqua Hall

16th & Central • Pacific Grove
on the Monterey Peninsula
• QuiIt Raffle* Tea Room*Vendors*
ADMISSION

General $2.50

Seniors $2.00

Rankin Anniversary
On April 2, 1917, Jeannette
Rankin, the 36-year-old ram
bunctious high-minded pioneer
Rublican from Montana, was sworn
in as the first woman to serve in the
Congress of the United States.
Three days later, President Wilson
called on Congress to declare war on

Germany. Pressure to back the
president was keen, but Rankin —
to a gallery of thundering boos anc»
sneers — cast the single dissenting
vote. A year later she led the floor
debate on an amendment granting
women the right to vote.
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A PRIDE OF HEROES
By Grace Darcy
Antigone, Lady Deborah Moody,
Harriet Tubman, Lucy Stone and
Frances Kelsey received a standing
ovation recently. No, they were not
ghostly visitors at a seance; they
were alive and vibrant as characters
in Jean Ackermann’s play, A Pride
of Heroes, presented as part of
Women’s
History
Week on
Saturday, March 10 at MPC.
Ackermann’s play is sensitive and
appealing.
A woman called
Everywoman, played by Maryam
Shaw, bemoans the number and
importance of the many tasks she
feels she must accomplish and feels
inadequate to their doing. Con
valescing from an illness, she
bemoans her fate and is about to
resign herself to helplessness when
she is visited by five apparitions
who, by the telling of their lives,
transform Everywoman.
Antigone, played by Laura
Dickson, tells Everywoman of her
defiance of King Creon’s orders that
no one was to give decent burial to
her brother, Polynices, and of her
terror at being buried alive at
Creon’s orders as a result of her
defiance. Dickson was excellent as
the young Greek ideal of filial and
sisterly devotion, and her passion
and pain as she tells of her con
frontation with Creon is realistic
and moving.
Christine Herman is a lively,
bouncy Lady Deborah Moody, an
emigrant to Nieuw Amsterdam in
the 17th century, who defied the
conventions of her time by
establishing a church and governing
a town.
Renee Cairns is a moving, con
vincing Harriet Tubman who, in a
bright red flowered dress and with a
red bandana around her head,
brings both humor and pathos to the
play. Tubman, a slave who freed
herself and 300 others, tells her
story to Everywoman with humor
that hides her pain, and it is only
when she sings “Let My People Go,”
and tears spill down her cheeks,
that the audience grasps the depth
of her agony and sacrifice. Cairns is
outstanding in her role as Tubman,
and her soft, mournful rendition of
the song as the tears gently tumble
from her dark eyes is indeed a soul
stirring moment.
Jennie Seilards is a perfect Lucy
Stone. Crisp, confident and ar

ticulate, she tells Everywoman of
her life, her husband (who was her
unswerving supporter), her work
with Susan B. Anthony. Dressed, as
were all the characters, in the
clothing of her time, Sellards
portrays a woman whose invincible
character rises above the tauntings
and catcalls of those who would
despoil her message of equality for
women, the right to vote for women.
Sellards’ performance was perfectly
timed, perfectly executed. Lucy
Stone is a woman for all time.
Frances Kelsey, M.D., discovered
that the drug Thalidomide, if taken
by pregnant women, was respon
sible for deforming babies. She was
adamant that she was “only doing
her job” at the Food and Drug
Administration. She tells of the
many pressures brought to bear by
the drug company that made
Thalidomide, and minimizing her
own part in saving thousands of
unborn babies from spending their
lives with flippers instead of arms
and legs. Emma Jane Hansen plays
Kelsey with appropriate briskness
and just enough humility.
Reviewing this excellent play, it
is difficult to put, in a few
paragraphs, the kinship one feels for
these five women. Today, millenia
after Antigone lived, we can still say
with her to the King Creons of our
own time, “Address deeds, not
gender.”
We can say to each other, with
Lady Deborah Moody, “Chart your
own path. The pain of doing nothing
is worse to bear.”
We meet again and again the
John Browns of the world as
Harriet Tubman related with
inherent patience, “John Brown
said, ‘You’re the most of a man I
ever met.’ I guess he meant it as a
compliment.”
How many of our friends, even
ourselves, would wither under Lucy
Stone’s question to Everywoman,
“You can (vote) and you do not
choose to vote?” Stone is in
credulous. Could any woman not
vote when so much struggle and
pain went into gaining the right to
vote for women?
La Vonne Andrews directed the
play.
Anyone who took photographs of
the performance is asked to call 6498215.

4-10, 1984
Over 1,000 people attended the various
events held on the Monterey Peninsula during
Women’s History Week, March 4-10.
When planning began in October, the
organizers had a goal
that the program be
done with and by women of the community.
Support came from seven organizations
(YWCA, NOW, Professional Women’s Network,
Demeter Resources, MPC’s Women’s Studies
Program, USA-USSR Peace Dialogue and Men
Advocating Non-Violent Relationships). Five
public libraries and seven local bookstores set up
displays to coincide with the week. Thirteen
businesses and two attorneys participated in 59Cent Day. Forty-five advertisers supported the
program. The mayor of Monterey, Clyde
Roberson, and Assemblymember Sam Farr
issued proclamations.
The core group of Gwen Marie, Linda
Freundlich, Leslie Simon and Linda Crowe found
that their desire to share skills and raise con
sciousness started an ever-widening circle. Out of
it came The Dinner Party, held Friday, March 16,
to continue the celebration and kick-off planning
for next year.
Women’s History Week enriched us all by
celebrating women: our culture, our history, our
energy and our spirit. Let the celebration con
tinue.

MOTHER
TONGUE

Danielle Molle-Evans demonstrates Model Mugging

By Marsha Galvin
On Saturday night, March 10,
Mothertongue Readers’ Theatre
performed their original script, Did
You Come or Fake It? — Women
and Sexuality. The evening was the
final experience of Women’s History
Week 1984.
All of the actors (Margot Geiger,
Melissa Howden, Lani Kaahumanu,
Jess Miller, Judy Sanders and
Sandy Scott) delivered open,
seemingly
spontaneous con
versations, questions, fears, guilt
feelings and secrets about sexuality
in honest and diversified ways.
They explored the multitude of
experiences and attitudes that are
often — even among friends — not
openly discussed, for instance,
lesbianism, rape, incest, bisexuality,
homosexuality,
frigidity
and
orgasm.
Their
candid
com
munication of problems, thoughts,
myths, truths and confusions gave
me courage to risk and share some
feelings I had previously blocked
with fear. I felt I had at least seven
new friends during and after the
performance.
Pattie
Suyemoto exquisitely
performed sign language with grace
and artistic hand movements. I felt
like I was watching a wonderful
dance.
A truth they evoked is the idea
that we have the ability to change
and become the person we want to
be, rather than the person we are

expected to be (masculine-feminine
roles). Honest communication is a
tool to create change in ourselves
and others. If we refuse to be the
person someone expects us to be,
we are working towards being who
we want to be. If we state our
desires and needs, we will be heard.
The laughter that consistently
rose from the women in the
audience and on the stage confirmed
the truth that sexual feelings, needs
of intimacy and fantasies are part of
all women’s lives. We don’t need to
be ashamed. We are not alone.
Although our experiences do vary,
the feelings are similar, and the
needs are the same.
The experiences of sex, attraction
and physical touching can be so
much more than power controls
(i.e., aggressive and submissive) or
other expected role behaviors in our
cultures. Sex and sensuality are
ways of communicating loving
feelings and spirituality. We need
not limit our communication skills to
the same old ways of habit or
conformity.
By sharing our feelings, ex
periences, thoughts and attitudes
we can, and do, become closer to
each other and closer to our truthful
experiences.
I felt an overwhelming and
delightful healing power. Having
shared some of my pain with others,
I was free to laugh about the pain
and confusion of past experiences.
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Different Seatingfor Lesbians
A judge recently refused an
immediate decision in the case of
two lesbian women who sued a
restaurant after they were refused
seating in romantic, curtained
booths reserved exclusively for
male-female couples.
Superior Court Judge Charles E.
Jones’ refusal to issue summary
judgment means the lawsuit against
the Papa Choux restaurant must
await a trial, which could take at
least three years because of
crowded civil court calendars.
“We’ll wait,” said Deborah
Johnson, one of the plaintiffs in the
suit. “We’re going to be two women
for the rest of our lives, and this is
always going to be an issue.”
The controversial case centers on
the rights of women and homo
sexuals.
Johnson, 28, and her lover,
Zandra Rolon, 27, filed suit a year
ago when they were ousted from
one of the intimate dining booths at
the restaurant.
Their attorney, Gloria Allred, told
Jones the facts in the case are
undisputed — that the two women

were denied seating in the booth of
their choice because of their sex.
“We’re arguing it’s sexual
discrimination,” she said, adding it
may also be based on the fact that
the two women are homosexual.
“What may be underlying this
policy is a fear that two people of
the same sex might sit there and be
romantic,” she said, urging the
judge to invalidate the restaurant’s
policy.
But Papa Choux attorney Arnold
Barry Gold argued that “a
proprietor
may
promulgate
reasonable regulations to control
the conduct and deportment in the
restaurant.”
Jones said he had a hard time im
agining a reason other than the sex
of the two women for keeping them
out of the booths. But he said he
believed the defendants “are en
titled to their day in court on the
issue of reasonableness.”
The case began Jan. 13, 1983,
when Rolon and Johnson reserved
one of Papa Choux’s intimate
booths. They would say later that
they wanted to celebrate the bir

thday of Martin Luther King “in a
romantic setting.”
The two women, who did not
disclose that night that they were
lesbians, were seated in one of the
enclosed booths, but soon were
asked to move to an open booth.
They refused.
The management offered com
plimentary
champagne
and
cocktails. They refused that too, and
instead went to Allred, a wellknown feminist activist and at
torney.
Allred filed suit under the Unruh
Civil Rights Act, which guarantees
equal accommodations, facilities and
services in all business establish
ments.
But her arguments have yet to
prevail in court.

mores deem romantic conduct in
public, between heterosexuals, as
pleasing and acceptable,” he said,
“but do not hold that view of the
same conduct between homo
sexuals.”
But Geernaert added that it was
“a very close case.”
Johnson and Allred stressed both
in court and outside that the
women’s treatment in the
restaurant was not based on how
they conducted themselves.
“It wasn’t a behavior issue,”
Johnson said. “We weren’t throwing
peas on the floor.”
Johnson, who’s black, said she and
Rolon, who is Hispanic, feel their
case is analogous to cases of racial
discrimination which led to the civil
rights movement.

After visiting the restaurant to
inspect the booths, Superior Court
Judge Bruce R. Geernaert refused
to grant Allred’s request for a
preliminary injunction requiring
couples of the same sex to be served
in the booths.
“It appears to me that social

“It reminded me of what my
parents had been through in the
South. There was no reason I should
have been denied service,” said
Johnson.
(Reprinted from the San Fran
cisco Chronicle.)

It makes one single point:
THERE CAN BE NO MORE HIROSHIMAS.

• WE CANNOT SIMPL1STICALL Y
RESOL VE THE PROBLEM OF PEACE
BY MEREL Y SA YING THA T WE ARE
AGAINST MILITARISM.'___________

Connexions presents its Winter
issue. Women & Militarism. In articles
and interviews from all over the world,
the diverse issues of war and militarism
are examined: propaganda, torture,
prostitution, women in the armed
forces, national liberation and recon
struction, the peace movement and
reproductive rights. ($3.50)
Connexions, an international
women’s quarterly, is a journal of
translations from the international
feminist press. Each issue focuses on a
special theme presenting the voices and
perspectives of women outside the U.S.
One year subscription, $10

Connexions is published by Peoples Translation Service, 4228 Telegraph Ave., Oakland CA
94609. (415)654-6725.

. . . Quality Copying, Printing and Design
A WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESS

207 16th Street, Pacific Grove
373-8273
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At the second Congress of the International Physicians
for the Prevention of Nuclear War, doctors, scientists,
and military experts from 35 countries addressed the
greatest single threat to health that the world has ever
known — the threat of Nuclear War.

ONE MILLION HIROSHIMAS
may be purchased or rented from:
Resource Center for Nonviolence
P. O. Box 2324 Santa Cruz, CA 9506?

poetry
In My Union

You Are That Wonder

Big feet I have
I move strong and large
through this world

Everything I have written about love
Has been invalidated by you.
The pieces do not fit.
Nothing is as I have known it.
You are that wonder who stepped out
Of the mirage of my life —
Brought reality to the desert of my soul
And planted the kiss offorever on my forehead.

Goodbye

You tell me
‘Goodbye ” —
“I am no good for you. ”
“Do not love me. ”
“Go and be free. ”
“Do not pressure me. ”

I’ve been told my body
is a good support structure
fora ‘friend in need”
Friends find comfort
in the solid, calm power
beneath my skin

You tell me this
one second after
I have placed
My throbbing heart
In the palm
Of your hand.
Emily J. Armstrong

Accepting this always
as I reject the rest
the soft, the vulnerable
hoping the weakness never shows

Iran from myself in circles
of pain without tears
Growing weary and wise
I stopped

Emily J. Armstrong

Woman Without Walls
Woman
you have the strength
of a mountain
of, woman without walls

weathering with time
lines show on your face
lines of laughter
lines of life

A new friendship forms
in my union
Edith Peck

life you live
every moment
spontaneous, unguarded
unafraid to be

THE

WOMAN’S

BOOKSHELF

I take comfort with you
and all of us
who are women
without walls

If
If
I took
All my pain
And
Dropped it
Into a bucket —
I
Would hope
That you
Held
The handle.
Emily J. Armstrong

Originated by Polly Parker

By Kate Miller
Elsasser, Nan, MacKenzie, Kyle,
and Yvonne Tixier Y Vigil. Las
Mujeres: Conversations from a
Hispanic Community. Old West
bury, New York: The Feminist
Press, 1980.
This wonderful book epitomizes
everything that is most exciting
about the use of oral history as a
tool to discover truths about the
lives of women. Four generations of
Hispanic women talk about their
lives, families, work and their
dreams for the future. Ninety-three
women, ranging in age from 17 to 87
were interviewed, and 21 of the
interviews are included in this book.
The stories are full of courage and
struggle, and show women who are
saving valuable cultural traditions
at the same time they are reaching
for new patterns and ways of
working for themselves and their
people. The photographs ac
companying the interviews are
beautiful, and make it possible for
the reader to “see” the women who
are speaking. Don’t miss this book;
these women have a lot to teach us
all.

Woolf, Virginia. A Room of One’s
Own. New York: Harcourt, Brace
and World, Inc., 1957.

First published in 1929, this is the
femihist classic about the conditions
under which women must live in
order to be autonomous human
beings and to do their own work.
Woolf says that the beginning
requirements are simple: We must
have independent incomes and a
room with a door that closes.
Creative work is not possible
unless we are not financially
dependent on others; we also must
be able to call at least part of our
time our own. Woolf turns her wit
and elegant style of writing to a
study of women authors who came
before her. At the same time, she
shows us the battles we must win so
that women can write their truths.

Gornick, Vivian and Barbara K.
Moran (Eds.). Woman in Sexist
Society. New York: New American
Library, 1972.

Published in 1972, this collection
of essays about women in American
culture still speaks to us with power
and urgency. The first section,
“Beauty, Love and Marriage,”
focuses on our images of being
gorgeous (or ugly) and on living
happily ever after, looking at issues
such as prostitution and middle-age
depression.
Part Two, “Woman is Made, Not
Born,” has articles on psychology,
language, advertising. “Woman at
Work” discusses some of the pitfalls
for women who are able to choose
creative, professional work.
This is a book which will make
you angry, but will also give you
ideas about ways to tackle our
sexist society.

Stramberg, Ann and Shirley
Harkess (Eds.). Women Working.
Palo Alto, California: Mayfield
Publishing Co., 1978.
This anthology, designed for
college courses in women’s studies
and sociology, looks at women’s
working lives from many different
perspectives. There are articles
about wages and working conditions
and sex discrimination, about
women of color and their experience
in the work force, and many dif
ferent kinds of work.
Some articles analyze the ways in
which we have been raised to think
about public work and family work.
There are also articles about the
experience of being a woman in a
male-dominated profession, in tem
porary clerical work, in blue collar
and pink collar jobs, in domestic
service, and in a job labelled
housewife.
Some of the essays are a bit too
academic and so move slowly, but
the book is full of good information
about working women in America
today.

Writer-naturalist Irene Gaasch
will autograph copies of her book,
Walk This Way Please: On Foot on
the Monterey Peninsula, Carmel,
Carmel Valley and Big Sur, at the
Thunderbird Bookstore from 12:30
to 2:30 p.m. Saturday, April 21.
The book is also available from
Hummbird Press, 3521 Trevis Way,
Carmel, CA 93923. Enclose $7.95
plus $1 for tax and postage.
For the first time here is a
guidebook which will let you walk in

this area and feel its richness —
wildflowers, wildlife and history
come to life while you set your own
pace.
The book includes a survey of the
major parks in Monterey County
and gives camping and other in
formation for using these parklands.
Gaasch, who moved to the
Monterey Peninsula in 1972,
illustrated the book as well as
taking the photographs.
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April
1

sunday

3

7

tuesday

Saturday

Building and improving com
munication skills between mothers
and daughters workshop led by
Patricia McDermott, family and
child
counselor.
Kindergarten
through fifth grade girls and their
mothers meet from 9:30 to 11:30
a.m., sixth through twelfth graders
and their mothers meet 1-4 p.m.
MPC Social Science Building, Room
205. Sponsored by the Girl Scouts.
Call 372-8048 to register. $12 fee per
couple.

Menopause — Changes and
Challenges seminar sponsored by
Planned Parenthood of Monterey
County and the Monterey Adult
School. This session will cover a
cultural perspective of menopause
and menopause transition tools. 7-10
p.m., Monterey High School
theater. Call 899-1615 for more
information.

preserve this earth

END
NUCLEAR
ARMS
Peace
Sunday,
nuclear
weapons protest rally, Colton
Hall, Monterey. 12:30 p.m.

5,19

15

thursday

Spring Wreath Workshop at Rose
Farm in Aromas. Make a beautiful
fragrant herb and flower wreath to
bless your home. Herbal treats,
herb walk and lecture. All supplies
furnished. Pre-registration a must!
For information, call or write Rose
Buffalo, 500 Seely Ave., Aromas,
CA 95004, 726-1547.

Mothering
Skills
meeting
presented by the Childbirth
Education League. St. Mary’s
Episcopal Church, Central and 12th,
Pacific Grove, 10 a.m.

07

If they’ve really got what it takes,
it’s going to take everything they’ve got

friday

“Women and the Environment,” a
non-credit weekend class taught by
Beth Beurkens, Cabrillo College,
Aptos.
Exploring
eco-feminist
issues, peace, ecology, healing
Mother Earth and ourselves. Meets
6-9 p.m.today and 9:30 am. 4:30
p.m. on April 28 and 29. Includes an
all-day field trip on Sunday, May 6.
Room 426 at Cabrillo. Registration
fee: $1. For more information, call
425-6249.

28

Saturday

Freeze Voter ’84 canvas in
Carmel. Volunteers are needed. For
more information, call Sidney

A special screening to benefit the
Monterey Peninsula College Dance
Department and Traveler of Light
Dance Company will be held
Sunday, April 8, 1 p.m., at the
Dream Theater.
The movie to be shown is Fame, a
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musical-drama set in Manhattan’s
High School of the Performing Arts.
It is a look at the hopes and dreams
of eight young people vying for a
foothold in the world of show
business. Stars Irene Cara and Lee
Curreri.

sunday

Ramsden-Scott at 625-2765. Con
tinues on Sunday, 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
both days.

Spring '84 — Join the

If you have anything
to contribute to a
fund-raising
garage sale-bake sale
for Demeter
(to be held in April)
please contact
Liz Atkinson
505 Willow, Pacific Grove
646-9433 (after 6 p.m.)
SUPPORT YO UR PAPER

Peace Makers

to the USSR, UN in New York,
Washington, D.C.

DIANA 5. CASE_________
marriage, family, child counselor

(408) 375-6142
• counseling
• transitions

• personal growth

• stress management

in a fact-finding dialogue designed
to prepare for the 1984 U.S. elec
tions

• relationship issues
• assertiveness training

May 26-June 9
• career G life planning

Other trips scheduled for 1984:
July 1-15; Aug. 4-25; Aug. 25-Sept.
8; Sept. 29-Oct. 13; Nov. 17-Dec. 1.
For information, write Continuing
the Peace Dialogue, P.O. Box 1710,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924.

Katherine E. Stoner
Michelle A. Welsh
ATTORNEY AT LAW

STONER & WELSH
229 17th Street
Post Office Box 128
Pacific Grove, California 93950

4 LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU
Pacific Grove - 1180C Forest - 649-6272
Monterey - 201 Lighthouse - 649-1714
Salinas - 969 West Alisal - 758-0280
Carmel - 173 Crossroads
Highway 1 & Rio Rd. - 625-5180

Telephone
(408) 373-1993

ELLERBE
THERAPY ASSOCIATES

3785 VIA NONA MARIE #204
CARMEL, CALIFORNIA 93923

JANE F. ELLERBE, M.A.
Marriage, Family, Child Counselor
License No. ML 14594

408/625-0184

in a concert celebrating the release
of her new album
“Shadows On a Dime”

Friday May 4

UCSC Performing Arts
Concert Hall

7:30 & 9:30 sharp
$9.00 gen. adm., $8.50 KZSC subscriber. Tickets available in advance at
Wizard of Aud, UCSC box office, Monterey YWCA, or by mail. Send
money order, SASE, and additional ,50/ticket to Wizard of Aud, 1516
Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060. Free childcare available at early
show only. Childcare reservations required by 4/27. Call (408) 458-3053.
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